The last interglaciation (LIG, 129 to 116 thousand years ago) was the most recent time in Earth's history when global mean sea level was substantially higher than it is at present. However, reconstructions of LIG global temperature remain uncertain, with estimates ranging from no significant difference to nearly 2°C warmer than present-day temperatures. Here we use a network of sea-surface temperature (SST) records to reconstruct spatiotemporal variability in regional and global SSTs during the LIG. Our results indicate that peak LIG global mean annual SSTs were 0.5 ± 0.3°C warmer than the climatological mean from 1870 to 1889 and indistinguishable from the 1995 to 2014 mean. LIG warming in the extratropical latitudes occurred in response to boreal insolation and the bipolar seesaw, whereas tropical SSTs were slightly cooler than the 1870 to 1889 mean in response to reduced mean annual insolation.
T he last interglaciation [LIG, 129 to 116 thousand years ago (ka)] was one of the warmest periods during the last 800,000 years (1) , with an associated sea-level rise of 6 to 9 m above present levels (2) . As such, the LIG provides an important target for validating global climate models used for climate-change projections (3, 4) , as well as for understanding the sea-level response to a warm climate. However, the existing reconstructions of LIG global temperature needed to assess these issues suggest the possibility of no significant temperature change relative to the late Holocene to an increase of as much as 2°C (5) (6) (7) (8) . Moreover, these estimates either average temperature over part of or all of the LIG interval or assume that the warmest phases were globally synchronous, and these estimates do not account for systematic uncertainties in proxy calibrations and age estimates. As a result, these reconstructions are unable to constrain spatiotemporal variability in the response to the LIG climate forcing suggested by high-latitude compilations (9, 10) .
Here we reconstruct regional and global seasurface temperatures (SSTs) during the LIG that include a robust assessment of age model and proxy uncertainties. We compiled a near-global database of 104 published LIG SST records from 83 marine sediment core sites (Fig. 1A and tables S1 and S2). Of these records, 19 reflect summer SSTs and 85 reflect mean annual SSTs (from 72 sites). The sample resolution ranges from centennial to <4000 years on their published age models, with a median resolution of 1100 years ( fig. S1 and table S1).
We developed stratigraphically consistent chronologies for records from the South Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific basins by aligning representative high-southern latitude SST records from each basin (here referred to as reference cores) with the European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) Dome C deuterium (dD) record on the Asian speleothem-based chronology (Speleo-Age model) ( fig. S4) (11) . We similarly aligned one North Atlantic SST record to the Greenland synthetic ice-core record that is also on the Speleo-Age model ( fig. S4) (11) . The highest correlations for lagged cross-correlations between model-based SSTs at the locations of our Southern Ocean reference cores and 2-m air temperatures over EPICA Dome C (EDC) are centered at zero lag ( fig. S5 ), supporting this alignment strategy. We assigned the corresponding age model from each reference core to its benthic foraminiferal oxygen isotope (d (16) propagates the sources of age-model uncertainty for each record (12) .
To compare proxy-based LIG SSTs with modern climatology, we referenced each core site in the database to the SST value in the nearest 1°× 1°grid cell in the Version 1.1 of the Hadley Center Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST1.1) 1870-1889 and 1995-2014 data sets (17) with the 1870-1889 period closely corresponding to preindustrial temperatures (18) . We took the 5°× 5°g ridded, area-weighted mean of the SST records to develop regional and global LIG stacks of mean annual SSTs with 2s uncertainties (Fig. 1) . Assessment of the sensitivity of the global stack to the resolution, spatial averaging scheme, and number of records used in the stack suggests little to no influence (figs. S9 to S11). We also assessed proxy-dependent differences in the stack. On average, global stacks of geochemical proxies [ratio of magnesium to calcium (Mg/Ca) of planktonic foraminifera and the alkenone unsaturation index (U K′ 37 )] yield warmer SSTs than those of microfossil proxies (figs. S12 and S13). However, within uncertainties, there is good agreement between proxies within the same core for 12 existing comparisons ( fig. S14 ). Similarly, proxy reconstructions within the same region are mostly in agreement and identify regionally coherent SST patterns (Fig. 2) , suggesting that the difference in proxy-specific global stacks reflects spatial sampling bias. The one exception is the U K′ 37 SST proxy that suggests a tendency for warmer tropical SSTs than either Mg/Ca or microfossil proxies ( Fig. 2 and fig. S19 ). This may reflect a spring-summer dependence of U K′ 37 and a bias toward higher unsaturation ratios (and thus warmer SSTs) in areas of dynamic oceanographic settings (19) .
The global SST stack shows that the global ocean was already similar to the HadISST1.1 1870-1889 mean within uncertainties (0.1°± 0.3°C) at the onset of the LIG (129 ka) (Fig. 1E ). There is a continuation of a warming trend from the penultimate deglaciation until 125 ka, when SSTs reached 0.5°± 0.3°C relative to the 1870-1889 mean and were indistinguishable (0.1°± 0.3°C) from the 1995-2014 mean (Fig. 1E ). This warm LIG SST anomaly was followed by a cooling trend through the remainder of the LIG, reaching the HadISST1.1 1870-1889 mean by 120 ka as global climate approached the last glacial inception.
We estimate the thermal expansion of the ocean during the peak LIG warm interval from 10,000-year integrations with a coupled climate model (20) . These model estimates yield an equilibrium sea-level change in the range of 0.42 to 0.64 m°C −1 , suggesting a thermosteric contribution to the LIG sea-level high stand of 0.08 to 0.51 m. These estimates do not account for uncertainty in the different spatial distribution of the warming in models and the dependence of the expansion on local temperature and salinity. Regional stacks and time-slice global maps reveal considerable regional differences in LIG SST anomaly timing, amplitude, and duration. The tropical (between 23.5°N and 23.5°S) SST stack has a structure similar to that of the global stack, but SSTs remained slightly below the HadISST1.1 1870-1889 mean throughout the LIG (Figs. 1G and 2) , which is lower than in previous reconstructions (7, 8) . If there is a warm bias in the U K′ 37 proxy estimates ( fig. S19 ), then tropical SSTs would be lower than suggested by our stack.
LIG SSTs in the extratropical regions of the southern and northern hemispheres (SH and NH, respectively) are significantly higher than the tropics (Figs. 1F, 2, and 3) . However, SH and NH extratropical SSTs experienced distinctly different SST trajectories early in the LIG (Figs. 1F  and 2A ), in agreement with previous high-latitude reconstructions (10) . In the SH extratropics, LIG SSTs that were 1.1°± 0.6°C greater than the 1870-1889 mean were already reached by 129 ka. SSTs remained near this level until 120 ka, when they then experienced a cooling trend that continued through the remainder of the LIG. NH extratropical SSTs show a similar LIG warming of 1.3°± 0.5°C relative to the 1870-1889 mean, but this warming was not reached until~125 ka and was preceded by 1.3°± 0.9°C of warming since the start of the LIG. Subsequent cooling through the remainder of the LIG occurred at a similar rate in both high-latitude hemispheres.
The differences in these extratropical SST histories during the early LIG were even more pronounced in the Atlantic basin (Figs. 1H, 2, and 3) . South Atlantic extratropical SSTs were 2.0°± 0.9°C higher than the 1870-1889 mean at 129 ka and cooled by~1.0°C through the remainder of the LIG. In contrast, North Atlantic extratropical SSTs were -1.2°± 0.9°C cooler than the 1870-1889 mean at 129 ka, increased during the early LIG to reach 0.6°± 0.5°C relative to the 1870-1889 mean at 125 ka, and were followed by a cooling trend that began at~120 ka. Summer-specific proxies similarly suggest cooler summer SSTs in the North Atlantic extratropics early in the LIG followed by warmer SSTs at 125 ka ( fig. S20) .
Our results confirm that LIG global mean annual surface temperatures simulated with most global climate models forced with LIG boundary conditions (insolation and greenhouse gas concentrations) are too low (3, 4) , with a multimodel estimate of 0.0°± 0.5°C at 125 ka (21) as compared to 0.5°± 0.3°C in our SST reconstruction. One recent simulation for 125 ka found global mean warming of 0.5°C with a spatial pattern similar to our reconstruction (warmer extratopics and slightly cooler tropics relative to the preindustrial era) (22) . This agreement may reflect the higher resolution (T159) of the atmospheric model used in that study than for any of those used in the multimodel ensemble (highest resolution of T85) (3). Most of these models do successfully simulate the weak cooling found in our tropical SST stack in response to reduced mean annual insolation at those latitudes (Fig. 1C) , but fail to reproduce the evolution of early LIG extratropical SSTs, with model responses to insolation forcing at 130 ka resulting in modest NH warming and no change in the SH extratropics (3, 4) , which is opposite to that seen in our reconstructions (Figs. 1 to 3) .
The relatively cool-NH versus warm-SH signal during the early LIG was first inferred from speleothem and ice-core records (23) and further documented from SST records (10), including those used in our compilation, and has been attributed to the bipolar seesaw mechanism (23, 24) . In particular, a global climate model simulation for 130 ka reproduced this asymmetric temperature signal by perturbing the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) with freshwater forcing from remnant Northern Hemisphere ice sheets (25) , which offset NH boreal insolation forcing (4) to sustain cold North Atlantic SSTs while causing warmer SH extratropical SSTs through reduced ocean heat transport. We suggest that the subsequent increase of the AMOC (26) combined with boreal summer insolation forcing (4) to induce NH extratropical warming by 125 ka, particularly in the North Atlantic region. At the same time, the thermal memory of the seesaw response in the SH extratropics, likely associated with sea-ice retreat (27, 28) , combined with CO 2 forcing (Fig. 1D) to sustain warm SSTs there, thus resulting in the symmetrical high-latitude warming seen in our reconstruction (Figs. 2B and 3) , as well as the warmer global SSTs than those simulated in global climate models that do not include the sea-ice feedback (3, 4) . Subsequent high-latitude cooling through the remainder of the LIG (Fig. 1 ) then likely occurred in response to the dominant obliquity forcing (Fig. 1C ) and associated feedbacks (4, 29) .
